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1. The Council, at its meeting on 3 and 7 February 1975, established a Working
Party to conduct, on behalf of the CONTRACTING PARTIES, the first consultation with
the Government of Hungary provided for in the Protocol of Accession, and to report to
the Council.

2. The Working Party met or. 22-26 September 1975, under the chairmanship of
Ambassador G.L. Easterbrook-Smith (New Zealand).

3. The Working Party had before it the following documents relevant to its work:

Spec(75)13 and Corr.l

L/4174 and Addenda 1-5

L/4155 and Addenda 1-3

Hungarian foreign trade statistics

Notifications by contracting parties on
discriminatory restrictions maintained on
imports from Hungary on 1 March 1975

Notifications by contracting parties on
discriminatory restrictions maintained on
imports from Hungary on 1 January 1975

4. The following report sets down the main points of discussion in the Working
Party under the following headings:

A. General

B. Hungarian exports

C. Hungarian imports

D. Developments in Hungary's trading regulations
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A.- GEI*ERL,

5. n an introductory sti-tment t.ho: representative of. "ungary suramed up the
develo-ments of the trade between Hangaryr and the contracting parties (see
Spec(75)25). etween 1973 nde 1974 i-;corts of cc^ :.-dity- grcuus for which tariff
concessions were granted on 7{uryTs accession to the M;'T rose by '3.8 per cent.
This g-rowh as 27.6 per cent higher than the increase oG. all im.-.ports from ;
contracting parties with zmarkat economies. in the course of 1974 the increase of
Hungarian imports from GATT contralting peartids-with .market econoomies exceeded-
considerably the rate of grO-wtl- If total i-Ports on the bn-hand, as well as the
increase of Hungarian exports to market econo.- countries on the other hand. The
rate of growth of'Tu'narian xpo.t'tS t6- G*TT contracting parties with market
economies was lower than that of tHe total O-ungariar exports.

6. tbreover, in 1973 quantitative restrictions inconsistent with Article AXIII
affected 49 per cent of Hungarian exports to the European Gomnmunities. In 1973 the
Co..nunities, according tc its notification, re-moved restrictions in respect of
1.2 per cent of Hungarian exports to the EEC under quantitative restrictions not
consistent with Article -^.III. Hunjerian exocrts subject to discriLminatory
restrictions accounted for less than 0.5 per cent of the total world imports of the
Communities in the sane co.modities. The European Cornunities applied discrimina-
tory quantitative restrictions Ln a manner inconsistent with .article XIII of the
General Agree.ent al together to 305 tariff ite:m.s (headings and sub-headings), of
which no export fro-1 Hungary to the E=C took place as regards 137 items.

7. The Hungarian representative stated that the above-mentioned data did not
include the _Hungarian turnover in cora2odities which come under the scope of the
Orangement Rergardinc I-ternational Trade in Textiles (>FA) under the auspices of
GALTT. It was the position .f his countrur th-at an understanding on these products
should be reached in the fra-mework of the IF>.

8. The H'ungari-an representative stressed that there had not been any notified
case of market disruption caused by _-ung-arian exp-rts in the period under review.

9. In this conne,-.ion, the represent tive of the European Coe unities, referring
to the notifications subMitted, which concerned quantitative restriction.
specifically applied. to -ungary (difference between Regulation EEC 1. 439/74 and
EEC 109/70) stated that the number of cuantitative restrictions to be examined by
the W.iorking Part-y ounted to 116 full headings and 92 sub-headings.

10. The representative of Hungary, recalled that the terms of reference of the
P!orking 'art-, were to examine ill quantitative restrictions inconsistent with
PIticle LIII applied to 'Hungary.

11. The representative of tho Euaroean Coiln~inities was not in a position to share
this view since paragraph .4(c) referred to "discrininatory-" qua._titative restrictions.
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12. In addition, the representative of the European Communities pointed out, for
his part, that the Federation of Industries had recently voiced their concern to
the Community authorities concerning the price conditions applied by Hungarian
exporters and requested not only the maintenance but also the intensification
of safeguards. In addition, in the course of bilateral discussions, the Comminity
delegation had provided a number of indications concerning abncrmally low prices
applied by Hungarian exporters and mentioned a very recent case of prima facie
evidence of dumping.

13. In this connexion the Hungarian representative reiterated that no notification
had reached his authorities according to the existing contractual obligations
between Hungary and the Contracting Parties. Should any market disruption case be
notified according to the proper rules, the competent Hungarian authorities would
comply with the procedures envisaged in the relevant provision for such cases.

B. HUNGARIAN EXORTS

(a) General trend and geographical distribution, and

(b) Development of exports of various categories of goods.

14. The representative of the European Communities expressed the view that the
Working Party had not been .furnished with statistical information that would
permit the examination required to be carried out under the Protocol. The data
conta:.ned in document Spec(75)13/Ccrr.l gave only two figures, which did not allow
the determination of a general tendency, and presented a distribution based upon
legal rather than geographic criteria. These data were subsequently provided to
the Working Party by the Hungarian delegation, but in the view of the representative
of the European Communities this was too late for a proper evaluation during this
meeting.

15. The representative of Hungary was of the view that his authorotics hed
supplied all statistical information required under the Protocol. He noted that
no member of the Working Party had requested further information concerning the
trade statistics, although his Government had indicated as early as June 1975 its
readiness to provide additional information (Spec(75)13). In the view of his
authorities, it was clearly possible to determine a general trend of Hungary's
exports basod on figures for 1973 and 1974., and the geographical distribution
did not require a country-by-country identification.
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16. One member of the working Party noted that the statistics showed an impressive
increase in the valueof Hungary's foreign trade, but he would have preferred an
indication as to the volume involved, since there were inflationary factors to be
taken into account for the years in question. The representative of Hungary
replied that in the casiof certain ite-.;s, such as r.:achinery, it was difficult to
arrive at :raningful data based on physical volure. The Hungarian Government did,
however, publish trade statistics showing-voluc as well .s value, although they
were global, and not broken o:wn by to..riff numbers. R.ef rrin;- to paragraph 3 in
docum:=ent Sz'ec(75)13/Ccrr.]., ho st.t-d that the .rowth 2f total exports in
unchanged prizes (a-ountet. to 4.6 por cent, whereas exports to narket-economy
contractinrr rrties had decra-.sed bv :.^re than- 4 per cent.

(c) Measures ad.notod 'by contrscting parties relating to discriLinatory
auantitative restrictions, and.

(d) Other questions relati:iD tc Hun;arian exports.

17. The Working Party noted th-at the following contracting parties had notified
that they did not - intain ny- di scri.inftory quantitative restrictions:

.rgentin& india Rorianiv;

.1ustrali' Ivory CGast Singapore
--ustria Japan South Africa
Brazil Kenya Sp-iin
Canada Korea^. Switzerland
Iubra -a-lawi Tunisia
Cyprus M.-alta Turkey
Czechoslovakia NeCw Zealand Ugenda
Eg, ypt * ;uastan United States
FinlLand Pol andr Yugoslavia
Icoland P-rtu.g-al

18. The WJcrkin.7 Party noted' the notifications on quantitative restrictions
subraitted by:

European Co--.'rritiet
Norway
Swcden

19. The Huigarian rearesentativc USr.-3od hi_ satisfaction that a nuriber of
contracting parties, i-iaportant tr .a.in, .:rtnre to Hunrary, had fulfilled their
obligations under the Fr:tocol ^. re;rds the elim-ination of quantitative
restrictions not consistent with articlee XIII znd expressed his regrets that other
contracting pDarties, iz.portant tr.in..oxtncrs to Hungn-ry, h!a- not yet
eliminated all the quantit.Ative restrictions not comapzatiblc with .article XIII.
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The representative of Hungary stated furthermore that contracting parties still
maintaining discriminatory quantitative restrictions had in paragraph 4(c) Gf the
Protocol undertaken the obligation to notify "measures adopted with a view to
eliminating these prohibitions and restrictions. He noted that the European
Communities had not fulfilled their obligation because only the elimination of
restrictions had been notified. The elimination of restrictions was not identical
with measures with a view to eliminate restrictions.

20. The representative of the European Communities was not in a position to share
the views of the Hungarian representative as the liberalization measures axe
precisely aimed at the elimination of the prohibitions and restrictions referred
to in paragraph 4(c). Furthermore. as regards the contention concerning the
obligation to notify proposed measures which had been mentioned during the
discussion, he stressed that, under the present legal system of the European
Comunities, only decisions made by the competent bodies could be notified as
"measures" in the sense of paragraph 4(c) of the Protocol. Therefore, the
European Communities had fully canplied with the obligation to notify m-der
the Protocol.

21. The representative of Hungary explained that he failed to understand the
preceding statement nade by the representative of the European Cormmnities.

22. The representative of Sweden stated that the trade between Hungary and
Sweden had developed in a positive way between 1971 and 1974 and that this trend
continued. i; partly new regime had been introduced for certain goods from Hungary.
.&.s a result the majority of products would be allowed to enter the Swedish market
without restrictions. In the future only a few products, m-ainly textiles,
footwear and chinaware would remain restricted. Referring to document L/4174,
pages 6 and 7, he explained that positions 87.02-87.05 had been liberalized as of
15 July 1975.

23. .'. number of delegations stated their governments opposition to discriminatory
quantitative restrictions and some of these delegations requested an explanation
of the "exceptional reasonstlwhy such measures were still considered to be
necessary.

24. In reply the representative of Sweden said that social, economic and emergency
planning considerations compelled the use of the restrictive measures in question.
He also thought that quantitative restrictions on textiles should preferably not
be dealt with in this context.
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25.. The representative cf the European Co munities, referring to the introductory
statement of the Hunrrarian representative concerning qu. ntitative restrictions
mainained by the Coi-.12ities, stressed that the restrictions in question had
been progressively elir:inated. WThereas in Septem.ber 1973, 141 full and 115 partial
tariff headings were afIVect-ed, these had been reduced to 116 full and 92 partial
tariff headings by March 1975. He furthermore stated that on 1 October 1975
processed fruits and veget_1-;les would be liberalized. He added that the quotas
had been increased by, -nt least 15 per cent per year depending on the sector
involved. He dsc said that the restrictions still being applied were necessary
during the present economic sitUuation in the European Com-unities which was
chacterized by recession, increasing 1ne-mmloyment rates and reduced exports. He
added furthermore thiat the European Cou-.n_,ities Ilad formally proposed to Hungary
a bilateral trade agreement which woulch have Drovided a framework for discussion
and possible solutions of the problems as regards these restrictions. No official
answer to this proposal had, however, yet been received from Hungary. The
representative of the European Comm-.nities went on to explain that all aspects
of the development cf the Hungarian trade had to be considered in this context.
Referring to official Hungarian sources, as well as published articles, he
requested information as to the formation of Hungarian export prices, and in
particular the operation of special multipliers and the rates of tax abatement.
He called attention to the Hungarian system of subsidies, which, in the view of
his authorities, constituted a permanent threat, which would increase once the
Communities had eliminated their quantitative restrictions. He also requested
information as to the total amount of Hungarian governmental subsidies and their
distribution as to sectors and branches, noting that Law No. 6 of 1972 had
provided that 27 per cent of the 1973 budget was allocated for aid to industry
and that this had been expected to be doubled in 1974. He underlined that these
subsidies should have been notified in accordance with Article XNI of the
General Agreement, as provided for by paragraph 13 of the Report of the
Working Party on the Accession of Hungary (L/3889).

26. One member of the Working Party which did not directly link its question
to any specific section of t-he Protocol invited comment on a report attributed
to a high Hungarian official that the dollar multiplier applied to exports
and the3 rouble exports n.-ultiplier woulOd be changed and that tax rebates and
other schemes would soon be introduced to encourage exports.

27. The representative of Hungary reiterated that the progressive elimination
of discrir~anatory quantitative restrictions referred to by the representative
of the European Commo.mmities had affected only 1.2 per cent of Hungarian exports
to the European Communitics, which had been under quantitative restrictions not
consistent with XrticleXIII on the date of the Hunggarian Accession and, at that
rate, another fifty or sixty years would be required to arrive at a definitive
removal. He noted that the restrictions covered 305 items, out of which under
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137 items no Hungarian export had taken place and some of which Hungary would
never export, whereas other items were of considerable cxport interest to his
country. The Hungarian delegation pointed to the fact that owing to the economic
circumstances within the Euronean Communitie.s referred to earlier, the competent
authorities of the Communities had not. introduced any general import restrictions.
Furthermore,: the Hungarian representativ-e pointed out that such economic difficulties
as referred to by the representative of the European Communities conferred no
-right to any contracting. party to take or maintain measures not consistent. with
Article XIII.- No. case of market disruption or- threat thereof had been notified
to his authorities He stressed that adequate renrledies were provided for such
cases under Articles VI and XIX of the General Agreerent, as well as under
paragraph 5 of the Protocol. His authorities were fully prepared to discuss any
such cases with a view to reaching adequate solutions. With regard to the
reference made -by the representative Of bhe Lurocean Con-mnities to a proposed
bilateral trade.agreement, the representative, of Hngary- stated that the
European Communities and its member States had undertaken to take the necessary
measures within the framework of the Protocol. Thus the Qffer of a new framework
did not constitute the implementation of the obligations contained in the Protocol.
Furthermore, the Protocol already stipulated the obligation to eliminate
discriminatory quantitative restrictions and therefore there was no need for any
additional agreement in this regarard;

28. The representative of the European Communities stated that, of course, the
offer to negotiate a bilateral agreement - which covers inter alia the problem
of trade liberalization - was not explicitly Provided under the Protocol. However,
such an agreement dra,. up in full' compliance with all international obligations and,
hence also with those deriving from. the. Protocol, far from being substituted for
the latter, would, on the contrary, afford an additional means to further trade,
thereby acheiving one of the scecific objectives outlined in the Preamble to
.the General Agreement.

29. The Hungarian ropresehtative statedthat a full description of the Hungarian
system of state refund and on tax allowmances relating to export had been
notified to the contracting parties during the negotiations for accession
(Spec(72)52). Since this system had remained unchanged there was no need now
for a renewed extensive discussion of the system itself. Referring to the
statement of the European Corumunities linking the maintenance of quantitative
restrictions not consistent with Article XIII against Hungarisn exports with
the system of Hungerian state refunds, the Hungarian representative reminded the
Working Party that this system of state refunds was thoroughly examined by
the contracting parties on the occasion of accession of Hungary to
the GATT and that cont.racting parties still maintainininimg
quantitative restrictions not consistent with Article XIII had undertaken to
eliminate therm in knowledge of this state refund system. It had been Hungary's
understanding upon accession to the GITT that this 3ysteri did not involve
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subsidies falling under Article XVI of the General Atreement and that, accordingly,
Hungary was under no obliration to make notifications under Article XVI. Never-
theless his authorities were 'prepared to -rive all relevant information as to the
possible subsidy effect of the state refund system oc a case-by-case basis und-er
the procedures of -araraph 5 of the Protocolr -where a contracting party could
show that imports fro" Hun y had caused. serious injury to its industry. He
explained that the Hungarian state refunds amounted to Ft, 11 billion in 1974h
representing a decrease of 15 per cent from the previous year. The only effect
that he could imnute to this was an increase in the Hungarian imports by more than
50 per cent while exports had, risen by only 12 )er cent.

3G. The representative of ?Iungary stated furthermore that his authorities had
received several notifications according to which the elimination of quantitative
restrictions not consistent with Article XIII of the General Agreement was a.M
autonomous measure. The re-iresentative of Hungaxy stressed that the aimination
of quantitative restrictions not consistent with Article XIII of the Genera'
Agreement was an obli7,ation under the Protccol and therefore not a revocable
autonomous measure.

31. The representative of the Puronean Communities took note of this statement
which he could not shar-e. In fact, the only relevant point., should measures of
safeguard be imposed, would be their consistency or otherwise with existin,;
international obligations. '1ow.. Comruinity law expres.sly provides that such.
Provisions must be complied with. Furtherrmore the representative of the 1ourppean
Communities felt that knowled:,e of the economic system of' Hungary at the time of
accession did not result in reducing the effects of this system or. more
specifically those of the rice subsidies atL present ap lied by Hungarian
exporters. In addition sone new zaodalities had been introduced and the amount of
subsidization had varied. It was therefore normal that information be provided
regularly and as announce. so that the exa-ination of measures of trade defence
hence also the problem. or ouantitative restrictions. could be examined in the
light of sucli information.

32. The Worki-ng Party was informed of the fcllowin!-:

"Followri;, a sx3.gzestion by the Chair wkich was met with unanimous agree-
ment in the NTorkinv- ?arty the delegations of Wunqary and the Communities
havse had a useful e-xchange of information.

"After recallin- their basic positions already mentioned during the
meeting of the T'orking Party and set forth above the delegat-ions concerned
felt that the ;ar.' to focuss attention on peraxraphs 4s(b) and 4(c) of the
Protocol of accession of '!unr.

"While the not.ifico.tions submitted by the Co.-nanities demonstrated that
since tIune~arr s accession to GATT there has been a process of elimination of
quantitative restrictions inconsisitent with .Article XIII o0: the General,
Agreement, it lias been found. jointly thi.t the rate o:P elimination remained
slow.
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"In this connexion, thc notifications submitted by the Communities have
been examined in the light of the provisions of Article 4(b) by main sectors
and as regards certain products. This examinaticn has allowed an exchange
of information concerning not only comparisons between prices for imports
from Hungary or other third countries and Community prices, the social
situation existing in certain particular'y depressed sectors, production
figures, etc. ... but also the various aspects of the liberalization problem.

"While agreeing that this exchange of information had cleared up many
points, the Hungarian delegation regretted that it had been unable to obtain
specific indications as to what measures should be taken in the future Vith
a view to the elimination of quantitativo restrictions.

"The Community delegation for its part felt that this bilateral exchange
of views had enabled it to present the economic motivations justifying the
exceptional reasons provided for in paragraph 4(b) and to give information
concerning the question of the elimination of quantitative restrictions.

"Having noted the usefulness of such exchanges of view, the two parties
felt that this could be a useful contribution towards the implementation of
the Protocol of Accession of Hungary."

33. The representative of Sweden was of the opinion that the consultation had
enabled him to present the motivations justifyring the exceptional reasons provided
for in paragraph 4(b) and to give information concerning the question of the
elimination of the quantitative restrictions.

C. HUNGARIAN IMPORTS

(a) General trend and geographical distribution, and

(b) De-elopment of imports of various categories of goods.

34. The representative of the European Communities found that the Hungarian
imports to the European Communities had evolved in a satisfactory manner. Be
maintained, however, the same observations as regards the deficiency of the
statistics furnished by the Hungarian authorities that he had expressed previously
during the review of the Hungarian exports.

35. Upon request by one member of the Working Party the representative of Hungary
supplied information about the development of Hungarian foreign trade in unchanged
prices. Referring to document Spec(75)13/Corr.l, paragraph 1, he stated that
total imports in these terms had increased by 23.8 per cent, while the imports
from mnrket-economy contracting parties increased by 15 per cent. One member of
the Working Party pointed out that the Hungarian imports from non-contracting
parties had evidently increased more than the imports from contracting parties.
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(c) Other questions relating to Hungarian imports.

36. The representative of the European Communities reiterated his opinions about
the Hungarian system of subsidies. He stressed that subsidized imports in
Hungary as well as subsidized exports constituted a permanent threat of market
disruption, as subsidized foreign goods used in production in Hungary could
substantially increase the competitive power of Hungarian industries in export
markets.

37, The representative of Hungary reiterated for his part the points of view
that he had expressed earlier as regards the Hungarian system of State refunds
and the legal remedies available in case of market disruption or threat thereof,
and said that legal remedies were Provided for in the Protocol, in the
General Agreement, in the Multifibre Agreement and in the Anti-Dumping Code.
He informed the Working Party that a specific tax was provided in Hungary to
neutralize uneconomic effects on Hungariarn export prices resulting from the import
subsidies temporarily applied.

38. One member of the Working Party referred to a declaration made by a high
Hungarian governmental official according to which Hungarian imports of consumer
goods from. Western countries were to be cut in favour of imports from the CMEA
countries. The representative of Hungary reminded the Working Party that his
country applied a global quota on imports of consumer goods from. the dollar area.
This quota had been increased during the previous years, and no change had
taken place in this respect during 1975. In replying to the question put by one
member of the Working Party as regards information gathered from a non-Hungarian
publication, the Hungarian representative was not able to check the accuracy of
the quotations, found some factual errors in the said article and undertook to
communicate its findings on the sbject to interested delegations. He reminded
furthermore, that within the framework of the global quota on consumer goods,
the consumer made their choice by commercial considerations only, where the price
element in view of a steep rise in prices of goods coming from market economy
countries could have played a rôle.

D. DEVELOPMENT IN HUNGARY'STRADING REGULATIONS

39. No major point was raised under this item of the agenda.


